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NOVELTY & CORE OUTCOME

This poster gives an overview of the ongoing Danish ForskEL/EUDP project
“OffshoreWake” (2017 - 2020).
The focal point of this project is to develop a calculation system that adds the
large scale offshore wind farm wake (WFW) to the power system. There are
five components in this calculation system, as shown in FIG 1, with 0, 1 and 2
already existing. OffshoreWake adds components 3 and 4, namely the WFW
and surface wave conditions.

RELEVANCE
With a rapid increasing number of offshore wind farms to be installed, wind
farm clusters are bound to arise (FIG2). A wind farm will experience mean
wind reductions from upstream wind farms. Such reductions (e.g. WFW) have
shown to be significant and can extend up to several tens of kilometers
downwind. The calculation of the total wakes from the farms thus include not
only the single turbine wake but also mesoscale effect.
As offshore wind energy is playing bigger role in the development of
sustainable energy system in the coming years, the impact of the growing
farm clusters needs to be taken into account regarding wind power reduction
as well as the additional wind variability.

Power System Impact
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FIG. 1: The OffshoreWake calculation system and its five components. Details of
components are illustrated in the panel to the right.
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METHOD
The study follows:
1. Build up database of measurements (offshore masts, SCADA, satellite data)
2. Build up the calculation system as shown in FIG 1, with specified test cases:
1) Experiment 1: Wind farm Egmond aan Zee and Princess Amalia (FIG 3)
2) Experiment 2: Published cases where wakes are present

FIG. 2 (left): Overview of offshore wind farms over the North Sea and Baltic Sea.
(right): Locations of offshore wind power plants in detailed scenarios for 2020
(red) and 2030 (blue), as developed in the EU TWENTIES project. Here the
radius of the wind farm is proportional to the capacity[1].
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3) Experiment 3: Years of collection of cases to obtain climatological
understanding
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3. Tests, validation and calibration:
The development of the modeling system will be examined through (1) WRF
only; (2) WRF-EWP; (3) WRF-SWAN(ROMS); (4) WRF-EWP-SWAN(ROMS); (5)
WRF-CorWind; (6) WRF-EWP-CorWind; (7) WRF-SWAN(ROMS)-EWP-CorWind

WRF-SWAN(ROMS) coupled through WBLM[5]
WRF

4. Most important elements will be identified from step 3 to obtain an efficient
calculation system. The system will be applied to the test case Horns Rev wind
farm cluster (FIG 4) and validated by the measurements.
5. The calculation system can be applied to investigate future farm layout, size
and location and their impact on the power system.
.
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FIG. 3: Wind farms Egmond aan zee and Princess
Amalia (actual photo and land use data) [2].

FIG. 4: Wind farms
Horns Rev 1, 2 and 3.

www.offshorewake.dk
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